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By Mrs. N. N. Fernandez, Health Educator, Department of Health and Welfare, Honolulu, Hawaii.
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Have a Coke!

To be refreshed

D R I N K

Get the feel of real refreshment

H A N D N E S S

PLUMTOUTH

Plymouth brings you its finest for $1., with new styling, new features and the same solid value, ® and introducing the sensational "Safety-Plus Kids", a new shock control to iron the rough spots from every throw, to give you a driving ease you have to feel to believe. See it today.
JANE GREER, RKO's best bet, has been voted Queen of Glamor in the islands. "

Father's great interest in the Boston Red Sox. The good padre who for the results of the game, from the press box.

proper arguments at the interview, I don't see how the school loop says his boys are good enough to cope with the varsity brand and showing in the top prep loop in Honolulu, Winthagen, James Kekumano, George Flick and James Boglarsky to bring glory to the school.

If Father Powers need any help along those lines, I'm sure Frank would be glad to help. He made his first trip to the islands even before he was assigned to the school, and his record is well known around the islands for its academic and athletic league in baseball and basketball.

GRAND JOB

He did a grand job with his junior varsity and feels the team will have nothing more than playing from against the same kind of competition.

At Eugene, coach of the basketball team, feels the way. All says his boys are good enough to handle any team.

LIFE'S WORK

He'll be watching that game, 6-5.

The round robin tournament featured Iolani, Farrington, St. Louis and McKinley. Iolani far greater.

FEATHERWEIGHTS

The Hawaiian featherweight champion is in the Hawaii league.

EAST COMMAND

He expects the blessing of the far east command and has told he expects the blessing of the far east command and has told..."
EDITORIAL

ALOHA WEEK

For the past four years we have celebrated Aloha Week early in June. It has been a national vacation in Hawaii. It has been a celebration of Hawaii and its people. It has been a time to reflect on the gains and losses of our statehood and to reaffirm our ties to the United States.

Aloha Week is not just for tourists anymore. It is for all of us, both residents and visitors. It is a time to come together and celebrate the unique culture of Hawaii. It is a time to reflect on the past and look forward to the future.

Aloha Week is also a time to remember the sacrifices that our soldiers have made in defense of our country. It is a time to honor those who have served and to support those who continue to serve today.

So please join us in celebrating Aloha Week this year. Let's come together and enjoy the sun, sand, and surf. Let's celebrate the beauty of Hawaii and the spirit of Aloha.

FELIX M. LIMANO ...........................................Editor  and  Publisher
A number of the larger down-comed effective Saturday on all sale now by the company and in NEW H. R. T. FARE freight men who tried to hold in their. "denly shouted: the street when Geraldine sud-the occupants. shepherded their family safely to doors of the buildings, arousing Roger, 4 months. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Tuzik and his wife, Veronica, two other two story buildings where Geraldine lived with her in the two story frame building ing to rescue her doll from a fire TRYING TO RESCUE Geraldine Tuzik died today, try-...
Group of visitors from the Philippines Freddie by Sen. Rames. Mrs. L. A. T. O'Brien, the Philippine Consul General. Tour is taken from the Consulate Building by the Tribune Staff and is also of the Consulate staff.

FEMALE WIN'S TIME NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP SPECIAL to the Star-Bulletin WILMA CORSO, Colfax, Calif., has arrived for her tennis tournament. She will play the quarterfinals of the National Championship in Los Angeles, Calif., which will start later this week.

Miss Corsol is a former national women's singles champion and has been successful in several other tournaments. She is expected to perform well in the upcoming matches.

PASSING ON CIGARETTE "I saw a cigarette on the car," said the man who gave it to a friend who was smoking. "I knew all about lotteries, so I thought I might as well take a chance on it."

The cigarette was not registered, so the friend decided not to smoke it. "You're wasting your money," he said to the man who gave it to him.

"It's my birthday today," said the man who gave it to his friend. "I thought I'd treat myself to a cigarette."
HONOLULU MAN

GUERRILLA HERO

is island, died in Manila tonight of two Filipino officials who college with him of causing the death.

San Francisco. The 60 year old PINEAPPLE STRIKE

LOSS IS MOURNED.

He was mentioned prominently as ernor Long in a day or so.
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A contingent of the United States forces during World War II has been authorized by:

Ernest Sylva, 117 pounds, de-

1. General release of charges d'affaires. Under the act, the veterans

Dr. Helen Kim, were elected to
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The low few has a retroactive purpose for the benefit, labor organ-
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The Francisco debt morator-
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action of the Philippine legislature in its own interests, the P100, 000 con-

...for more fun along the way

Open car, open road

and a perfect day for a picnic.

You'll have more fun along the way

and you'll remember all of it longer

when you record the day in pictures.
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AGAAARAMIDCA TI BARO A BALAYMO ITAN

Adu dagiti materiales masapog agabalay ibhay

**HAWAII'S FILAMERICAN TRIBUNE, FRIDAY, JUNE 8, 1951**

**APOLIONA ANSWERS POLICE CHIEF IN SPEECH BEFORE SUPERVISORS**

By Willard K. Akamine

Dr. Apoliona, Honolulu attorney and one of the city’s leading Filipino members, answered a police complaint in a speech before the city’s Safety and Harmony Committee.

Dr. Apoliona said that the police department had made mistakes in its action against him.

He said that the police had acted in a manner that was not in keeping with the law.

He also said that the police had acted in a manner that was not in keeping with the law.
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